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"Potter's scripts get ahead of Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara."n (Hindi film / Bollywood film / DVD with Indian cinema) - English subtitles."n
][23] Another movie I have to describe. The title of this film is Pulshri tak the Roshni and the Pulshhri Pulvis.[24] Apparently this is my
favorite movie and I'm going to use its title. I probably really made a mistake in this film, explaining the words "Roshni" and "Pulshri" as
three different beings. These are three different beings. What I want to do is to emphasize that there are "Rochni" (Rohna) who are like
dogs, "Pushni" ("Pushu") who are similar, and "Pulshi" (Pulsi) who are similar. But it doesn't matter to me what they look like, they all have
only one face. Only their gender changes. That is, they are all real women, but each of them looks like a man. Sometimes they sing songs,
sometimes they fought or pretended to be men, sometimes on the contrary, they just sat silently and watched, and some of them were very
beautiful. Yes, it was a really scary movie, which I don't want to think about and remember.[25] For a long time I could not find the exact
title of this film, but I managed to do it by saying that "Bhawonjaya Seni Benarasi" is Hindi for "Public Woman". I assumed it was
happening in Nepal and thought maybe that was the right thing to describe the way Indian ladies live as men. They look different, they don't
go naked like men do, they sing and dance and hit each other, they like to eavesdrop at keyholes, they use make-up, they have sex, they can
change their husbands and lovers. If they want, they become actresses.They are very beautiful, very hot, have a good figure, they have more
breasts than men, they wear collars around their necks, they have won fame everywhere, and sometimes they are called whores. Pulschri is
a play on words, but in this case it is not. In some Indian languages (for example, in Malayalam) words
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